
Mazes & Minotaurs (Rev.) in a Nutshell

to do nearly anything,
you make a check

for most checks, roll a d20 
and add bonuses

(combat, saving, other)

if you rolled it or higher, 
you succeed; otherwise, you 

fail

you'll have a target number
a fixed number 
from the DM

or another 
character's roll

if you rolled higher, you 
succed; otherwise, you fail

...but the MM might call for 
a d10, d6, or anything else



Pick a ClassCh. 1
p 4

Mazes & Minotaurs (Rev.) Chargen

Roll Attribtues 3d6 for each attribute

Describe Character roll age, give a name, 
gender, background, etc.

Compute Secondary 
Stats combat scores, other scores

Determine Wealth, 
Buy Equipment

Ch. 1
p 4

Ch. 1
p 5

Ch. 1
p 5-6

Level Up
gain more hits, increase 

attributes; all determined by 
class

Ch. 1
p 9-18

3d6 x 10 sp



Determine Initiative Order compare Initiative scores; 
ties act simultaneously

Mazes & Minotaurs (Rev.) Combat (1/2)

Declare Actions in order of lowest 
Initiative to highest

Resolve Melee Attacks 
(Armed)

Resolve Movement

Resolve Missile Attacks
(p 26)

in order of highest 
Initiative to lowest

all movement is 
simultanous

in order of highest 
Initiative to lowest
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Surprised characters can 
take no action in the first 
round, and get no DC 

bonus from shield or class 
benefit.

Once engaged in melee, 
a character must 

disengage to move.  This 
requires a round without 
attacking or being hit.

A character can move his 
full movement (usually 
60') in one round, or 
twice that if he does 

nothing else.

Resolve Melee Attacks
(Unarmed)

in order of highest 
Initiative to lowest
(but unarmed last)

Magic Takes Effect



Mazes & Minotaurs (Rev.) Combat (2/2)

Attack!

Attack rolls are d20 + Melee or 
Missile bonus versus the defender's 
EDC.  If you're using your Weapon of 
Choice, you can roll 2d20 and discard 
the lower roll

Incapacitation

When reduced to zero Hits, roll 1d20 
+ Physical Vigor.  On less than 10, the 
PC dies.  Otherwise, the character can 
survive just 1 more Hit.  On less than 
20, the PC is incapacitated.  At 20 and 
above, he may continue to fight.

Two-Weapons Fighting

With a Skill of 13, a warrior can fight 
with a dagger in his off hand, for +1 
to attack.  With a Skill and Might of 
13, he can use two blades, for +2 to 
attack.

Hold Back / Weapon Parry

With a Skill of 13, a warrior wielding 
a spear (Hold Back) or sword or 
barbarian weapon (Weapon Parry) 
can forgo making an attack for one 
round to add his Skill bonus to his 
EDC.

Pugilism

Pugilism is a standard Melee attack, 
doing 1d6 + Might mod. temporary 
damage.  When a victim's temporary 
damage exceeds his total hits, he is 
rendered unconscious.  Pugilism only 
works against humanoids.

Wrestling

Wrestling is a standard Melee attack, 
whereby the attacker grapples his foe.  
Once grappled, the victim can do 
nothing but try to break free (melee 
attack v. grapplers Might).  Attacks vs. 
grappled foe are at +4.

Subterfuge

With a Wits of 13, a character can 
spend a round doing nothing but 
studying an opponent to use his Wits 
modifier as a bonus on a melee attack 
in the following round.


